Introduction
Boundary tracking based on deiiormable planar contours, known as snakes, was originally introduced by Terzopoulos et. al. (e.g. [16] , [8] ). Snakes are deformable contours t h d move under the influence of image-gradient forces, subject to certain internal deformation constraints. The contour dynamics are given by the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion associated with the contour potential. In boundary tracking problems this poten1,ial relates to the gradient of image-intensity. Considerable work have been done to overcome the numerical problems associated with the solution of the equations of motion and to improve robustness to image clui ter and occlusions. This includes curve evolution methods [lo] and model-based boundary representation [4], [5] [ll] and [15] . Recently a new snake model was proposed for real-time tracking in combined spatio-velocity space [12] , [13] . Unlike existing methods, this model uses opticd-flow velocity measurements in excess to image-gradient measurements. Treating the image sequence as continuous measurements along time, it was shown that the proposed model converges to a boundary moving at constant velocity. This is in contrast to the original snake model which was proven to be biased due to image velocity [12] .
Both the velocity smke model and the original one, however, do not have an evaluation mechanism to detect and reject spurious measurements. These may appear in the presence of image clutter, occlusions or image noise. These measurements could cause for "cracks" in the tracking contour where parts of the contour converge to other objects in the scene. A mechanism for detection and evaluation of mea-, surement importance within a probabilistic estimation framework, is the Kalman Filtering method. Under white Gaussian assumption of measurements noise, this method provides the optimal Bayes estimator [3] of state in a linear dynamical system. The result is given in terms of state expectation and covariance. Under the Gaussian assumption, this sufficient statistics can be used to detect and reject measurements which violate the Gaussian assumption 
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The first term in this equation defines the internal deformation energy with w~( s ) and w2(s) controlling tension and rigidity, respectively. The second and third terms are the kinetic and potential field energies of the contour. Given the image sample at time t , I ( x , t ) , where x = (a, y) denote the spatial coordinates, typical potential field energies are functions of image intensity with P = =tI(x,t), or contrast, with P = fllVI(x,t)ll, where V I = (Is, 13/) denotes the spatial gradient of I ( x , .). Let v h and v: denote the boundary position and velocity, respectively. The energy dissipation function which is used to dampen the Lagrangian energy (1) is given by [12] where L is a real matrix, y > 0 and , B > 0. The secon (22 term represents a smoothness constraint. Assuming the Lagrangian (1) and the above dissipation function, the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion of the welocity snake are then given by [12] 13)
(4)
where the velocity control term C(vt, w,") satisfies
Since the velocity of the object's boundary is unknown in advance, we use instead the apparent velocity vi of the image at the contour position. In [12] and [13] we showed that the contour will converge to the boundary moving at constant velocity if the initial contour is sufficiently close to the boundary of the moving object, and if we have the velocity of the object at the contour position (which could be computed via optical flow techniques). On the other hand, we showed that the lack of motion control in the original model! proposed in [16] , causes a bias in the contour position. This could lead to serious tracking problems even in the case of non cluttered enviro-nments [12] . Various techniques for estimating the apparent velocity v: of the the image at the contour position had been proposed in [I21 and [13] . These methods are based on the optical flow constraint equation [7] V I . vi + I t = 0 (5) and on integration of measurements along time [2] . A special case of interest of (3), with U," replaced by the apparent motion w f , is when L = VI(v(s,t)). In.this case the snake model (3) degenerates to the optical flow constraint model [12] Using finite difference approximation,
the discrete versions of (3) and (6) are then given by putt + yC (ut, U : ) (8) where for (3) we have
( 10) and for (6) we have
The matrix K consists of the deformation constraints imposed by w1 and w2 in (3) [16] , and D , the derivative matrix, is defined by
The Kalman Snake Model
Tending to minimize the difference in position and velocity between the contour and the boundary, the proposed model (3) provides deterministic estimation of position and velocity of the image-boundary. Alternatively, this problem could be treated as random parameter estimation. Under the assumptions of Gaussian prior probabilities of state and measurements noise, the velocity and state parameters of the tracking contour could be obtained by the Kalman Filtering method (e.g. [SI). In the following we propose a Kalman filtering approach for state estimation of the tracking contour. Unlike the deterministic, leastsquares based, approach proposed in [12] , this method allows systematic integration of measurements along time and the rejection of spurious measurements. Like in the deterministic model we propose two modes of estimation [12] : Batch Mode, in which the velocity is estimated independently of the contour dynamics, and treated as an input to the tracking model, and Real Time Mode, which uses the velocity measurements to adjust the probability distribution function of the contour parameters.
Real Time Mode
Consider the discrete model (8) The measurements vector, composed of aP(V, t) and crates to the deterministic defined (8) and the optical-flow constraint equation (5), is given by (10). The latter, however, lacks the qualitative means according to which the importance of a given measurement is evaluated and incorporated within the estima-
(13) Note that the second measurement vector It result; from the first order approrcimation of the intensity preserving equation
t ) . (14)
One of the major problems in gradient-based boundary tracking, is the appearance of spurious edges which could "trap" parts of the 1;racking contour. Within the proposed measurements model (13), however, edges whose velocity measurements were found to be inconsistent with previous velocity estimation, are considered to be spurious. This allows for systematic filtering of components in V P ( V , t) which do not correspond to the boundary b l h g tracked.
A method for solving the state estimation of (12), subject to measurement vectors of the form (13), is the Extended Kalman Filter (e.g. [SI). This method uses linearization techniques tl3 obtain simple approximate solution, similar to the one obtained for linear systems, to nonlinear estimation problems.
Using the Extended Kalman Filter, the state estimation of (12) satisfies
Batch Mode
In this section we consider the random estimation approach to the velocity snake model (3). The apparent velocity of the image a t the contour is assumed to be a first-order Markov process. The first order form of the velocity snake model (8),
with the velocity control (9) and L = 1 2 M , is given by
where the apparent velocity vector U: = [ x f , yj] and xf and y: are the components of the apparent velocity on U in the a: and y directions, respectively. We assume that the apparent velocity of the image at the contour obeys the differential equation The covariance matrix 1, of the state estimation is iven by the solution of the matrix Riccati equation
where, by (18 , the covariance matrix L is given by
The solution 6; of (23) and u p = dP are used as control inputs to the velocity snake model (20 and H, are the appropriate components in the measurement noise T and the measurement matrix H , respectively. It can be shown that serial updates of state estimation using z, for i = 1 . . . e , is equivalent to single update based on z (e.g. [SI). This approach allows for independent evaluation of each of the velocity measurements, resulting in a simple rejection scheme for spurious measurements. The detection/rejection scheme of z, is based on probability evaluation of having z,, assuming it is the red- In this model we do not have a measure of velocity smoothness since the velocity model is already smooth. The state estimation of (26) (and (20) ) is Performed by the Kalman Filtering method, similar to state estimation in the original model (20) and ( 
Tracking in a Cluttered Environ-
The random estimation approach proposed in previous subsections provides a probabilistic method for detection of spurious measurements, i.e. measurements which violate the Gaussian assumption of noise or belong to other targets.
A measurement is treated as noise or spurious if the error in the measurement equation exceeds certain threshold. Usually this threshold corresponds to low probability of measurements values. In the following we use this method to detect snake points with spurious measurements of velocity and potential fields. Within the proposed framework, snake points U , = f , , Y . ) whose velocities measurements equations excee s certain threshold, are discarded. The corresponding components in u p are replaced by zeros, the optimal estimation under zero mean assumption of d P . 
(33)
The validation region 0; of each measurement z, is defined as (e.g. 
A
The value of 7; relates to probability of detection Ph according to PA = P(z; E n;(y;)lZ).
Within the proposed detection approach, a measurement z; is discarded if it doesn't belong to the validation region Cl;. In the following we present the detection method for the Real Time model. As will be shown, the prediction of state and measurements at the i'th point of the snake, depends only on the snake dynamics and on the values of measurements at this point. No other measurements affects these predictions. This will allow for independent detection and evaluation of importance for each of the snake points. The method for detecting spurious measurements in the Batch Mode model follows directly from the above scheme.
Real Time Model
Consider the system model (12 and (13) 
where F and Q are given in (19) and At is the sampling interval. Using (35), the prediction of velocity measurements and the associated variances are given It can be shown that both 2%: and Sa are only functions of the velocity and potential field at the i'th sample U, = ( z z , y a ) of the snake position. No other components corresponding to (3P and It affect these equations. Using the independence property of and Sa, each measurement z, is assumed to have the Gaussian distribution (33). The rc:jection/detection decision of the scalar measurement z, is done by evaluating the Mahalanovis distance in ('34). Since the components in dP corresponding to z, use the same gradient information of image intensity, these components are ignored and replaced by zeroes if z, is declared as spurious. The zero value is the optimal estimator under zero mean assumption of d P .
Experimental ltesults
We demonstrated the performance of the proposed contour model by applying it to real image sequences with both rigid (mobile robot) and non-rigid (human body, waving hand) objects. The initial contour lines were generated manually, forming a rough polygonal approximation to the 01)ject's boundary. This task could be done automatically via ATR -based methods followed by rough boundary approximation, as the boundary need not be determined exactly [12] . Prior to the calculation of image gradients and velocities, the image sequences were smoothed, both in space and time, by a Gaussian filter. In the proposed examples we used a fixed Gaussian filter with U = 2, both in space and time. Spatial derivatives of the images were calculated by applying a simple 3 x 3 Sobel operator. The discretization in time of the differential equations was based on the implicit differencing approximation where X , and X n are the state and the time-derivative of state at time step n. This scheme was found to derive the most stable results. In the simulations we used the sampling interval At = 1.
Contour parameters:
We used the contour models with a spatial sampling distance h = 5 (pixels) and with y = p = 2. The deformation parameters w1 and w z were set to constant values. More complex techniques define the values of wl and w2 to be nonlinear functions of the distance between nearby points. In our model, however, we found the velocity control to have similar smoothness effects, making these extensions unnecessary. The potential energy function P = -IIVI(x)lI and its directional derivatives were computed using a simple 3 x 3 Sobel operator. These operations were made only in the vicinity of the contour. ures we used the symbol '*' to mark the points which were detected as spurious. The position of contour points in previous frame are plotted with 'e'. In the presence of occlusion, e.g., figures 5.l(b), it can be seen that nearly all occluded points were detected as spurious. Also, while some of the snake points were detected to be occluded, the contour keeps tracking the \--t unoccluded parts (on the low right part of the robot).
In couple of places, however , the tracking scheiiie does not detect the occlusions, but the systeiii iiianaged to converge back to the object after the occlusion ends (figures 5.1(c)-(d)). The results of tracking with the Kaliiian Snake of Terzopoulos [16] are shown in figure 5 . 2 . In this case, it is shown that the lack of velocity information causes the tracking contour to switch to the occluding object. The results of tracking the waving hand with the Real Time mode iiiodel and with detection threshold y L = 1, are shown in figures 5.3(a)-(b). The images correspond, respectively, to frame number 18 and 40, in the iiiiage sequence. It can be seen that iiiost of the points detected to be spurious belong to regions with image-clutter edges. The results of tracking with the original Kaliiian Snake iiiodel [16] are shown in figures
Concluding Remarks

5.3( c)-( d).
Using latest results in active contour iiiodels, we have described a new Kaliiiaii filtering approach for the velocity snake which is an active contour model for visual tracking in coiiibiiied spatio-velocity space. The proposed niodel uses iiiiage gradient and optical (b) ts with the Kaliiian Snake [16] low measurements along the contour, as system meaiurements. This model, which generalizes the least iquares approach proposed in the original snake model 3f Terzopoulos [16] , and, Ilately, in the velocity snake xoposed by the author [12] , allows for systematic iniegration and evaluation of importance of image measurements. The stochastic means, according to which the importance of a new measurement is evaluated, dlows the detection of ima.ge measurements which be-'ong to other objects. These measurements are then Ignored. As the optical-flow components of object velocity are space dependenit, a model based image velocity was introduced. This model allows for velocity and position prediction in the presence of occlusions. tn our case, however, it is limited to shallow objects. The new model was tested on a real data, resulting in good tracking performance and robustness to occlusions and image clutter. This result could be further improved by incorporating higher level models of shape within the snake aiid velocity models. These problems are the subject of current research.
